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THE BANKRUPTYCY OF D & K AVIATION
TJ Hatter, Maurice Echols, Michael Mason

I. BANKGROUND OF D & K AVIATION
D & K Aviation, Inc. was incorporated in Delaware in 1997 as an “S” Corporation. The
principle place of business of D & K Aviation, Inc. is listed as 1505 Curry Road, Wilmington,
OH 45177. The principal operations of D & K Aviation, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as “D & K”
or “Debtor”) cannot be exactly determined from its bankruptcy proceeding records, and because
it was a small operation that went out of business over five years ago, details of their daily
business activities cannot be located. There are however, facts in the bankruptcy proceeding
records that will allow one to assume that D & K possibly operated generally as a small private
airline that may have chartered private flights for their customers. One of the directors, Lee
Webb, is an engineer, and can be assumed to may have provided consulting and/or maintenance
services to other airlines as an agent of D & K. 1
The Shareholders and directors of D & K are Kerri Webb, President, Daniel Webb, Vice
President, Janet Webb, Secretary and Lee Webb, Treasurer. The bankruptcy proceeding records
state that Lee Webb, the Treasurer and engineer, was paid millions of dollars in earned royalties
and anticipated payments of royalties through 2005. Lee Webb, Janet Webb, and D & K had
various loans with Williamson Saving Bank (hereinafter referred to as (“WSB”), the largest

1

United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 3, (2005).

1

creditor of D & K, between 1997 through 2004. Lee Webb is stated to have caused most of the
funds drawn from a line of credit extend by WSB (Note 411) in 1999, as discussed below, to be
placed in D & K’s accounts. 2
Lee Webb or his family also had ownership interest in three other companies, Coral Bay
Entertainment, Inc. (“Coral Bay”), CJ2, Inc (“CJ2”), and TDR Corporation (“TDR”) who
transacted with D & K. At the time of the Petition Date, Coral Bay owed $300,000 to D & K,
and CJ2 also owed an undetermined amount to D & K. Both companies are out of business and
insolvent, and unable to return the money owed to D & K. TDR was still active at the time of the
Petition Date, and owns an aircraft that was used by D & K that is still in D & K’s hanger. Lee
Webb is the principle owner in TDR. 3
a.) Assets, Liabilities, other Transactions of D & K
Except for the initial three months after its incorporation in 1997, D & K has not operated
with a profit for any year it has been in business; however, WSB had continuously extended D &
K credit. The review of the tax returns filed by D & K and the K-1 statements issued to Lee
Webb, shows that D & K had six figure losses each year since 1998. 4 Debtor failed to pay
withheld payroll taxes and other taxes in the years 2001, 2002, 2003 (both before and after the
Petition Date), and 2004 until conversion to Chapter 7 was ordered.5 Debtor also failed to pay

United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 5, (2005).
3 Id. at 6
4 Id. See Exhibit “8”, Schedule of Losses.
5 Id. At 6
2
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withheld 401-K contributions to the Plan Administrator of the Debtor’s 401-K Plan. 6 7 The
Debtor’s unpaid pre-petition tax obligations accumulated pre-petition exceeded over $350,000
before the Petition Date and grew post-petition to over $60,000 after the Petition Date through 331-2004.8
As for assets or collateral, D & K owed an aircraft called the “Pilatus” that was
exchanged for an undivided 3/8 interest in a 2000 Cessna Citation Bravo, Model 550 Serial No,
550-0933, with two Pratt & Whitney Model 530 D engines (“Aircraft”).9 The other owners of
the Aircraft were Ballinger Industries, Inc., Amber Aviation, Inc. and Donna Air, LLC., whose
ownership rights in the Aircraft were expressed in a Joint Ownership Agreement.10 Note 411,
Exhibit 1, is the home equity line note from WSB that was used for a line of credit up to
$2,100,000.00, which financed the acquisition of the Debtor’s 3/8th interest in the Aircraft. 11
United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 6, (2005).
7 A qualified plan established by employers to which eligible employees may make salary deferral
(salary reduction) contributions on a post-tax and/or pretax basis. Employers offering a 401(k)
plan may make matching or non-elective contributions to the plan on behalf of eligible employees
and may also add a profit-sharing feature to the plan. Earnings accrue on a tax-deferred basis. See
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/1/401kplan.asp (Last Visited April 26, 2011).
8 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 6, (2005).
9 In searching for a reasonable pricing of what the Aircraft was worth, the value of the retail value
of the Aircraft is between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000 at the time of its purchase.
See http://www.controller.com/list/list.aspx?manu=CESSNA&mdltxt=CITATION+BRAVO for
current pricing of the Aircraft and similar planes. (Last Visited April 18, 2011). Arguably,
Wilmington Savings Bank’s 3/8th interest, at most, was only worth about $1,500,000.
10 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 4, (2005).
11 For the benefits of fractional interests in aircrafts, See Eileen M. Gleime WHEN LESS CAN BE
MORE: FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP OF AIRCRAFT - THE WINGS OF THE FUTURE 1999 Southern
Methodist University School of Law Journal of Air Law and Commerce 64 J. Air L. & Com. 979
6
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The Security Agreement, Exhibit 2, granted WSB’s security interest in the undivided 3/8 interest
in the Aircraft as secured collateral for the repayment of Note 411. 12
In purchasing the 3/8th interest in Aircraft, D & K did a “1031 exchange” of the Pilatus
airplane it owned to acquire the Aircraft. 13 14 D & K deferred a tax liability of over $500,000
due on the sale of the Pilatus. 15 D & K qualified to benefit from the “1031 exchange,” because
Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code allows for capital gains tax deferment when
properties of “like-kind” are exchanged for productive use in a trade or business or for
investment. 16 It allows business owners and investors to defer the capital gains taxes imposed
when selling a business investment. It basically allows the investor to sell the property without
owning any capital gains taxes and thus, keep all the money from the sale of the property.
Despite this eventual liability Debtor would have to pay, it was not in any of its financial
statements. 17
b. Fractional Ownership of Aircrafts
In general terms, fractional ownership programs are multi-year programs covering a pool
of aircraft, each of which is owned by more than one party and all of which are placed in a dry
United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 3, (2005).
13 Section 1031 of the IRS Code of 1986 authorizes the exchange of one business investment for
another. See http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/section1031.asp. (Last Visited April 26,
2011). See Also http://www.irs.gov/businesses/small/industries/article/0,,id=98491,00.html (Last
Visited April 26, 2011).
14 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 6, (2005).
15 Id. at 6.
16 26 U.S.C. § 1031
17 “Tax Fraud, 26 U.S.C. Sections 7202, 7203, 7206 and 7212: A failure to pay taxes on assets
removed, failure to file returns, or the filing of a false return in an effort to conceal the scheme.”
See, Joe B. Brown, Brian Netoles, Sandra Rasnack, &Maureen Tighe, IDENTIFYING
BANKRUPTCY FRAUD, CREDIT RESEARCH FOUNDATION (1999). Found at http://
www.crfonline.org.orc/pdf/ref11.pdf (Last Visited April 19, 2011)

12
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lease exchange pool to be made available to any program participant when the aircraft in which
such participant owns an interest is not available. 18 As an integral part of these multi-year
programs, a single management company provides the management services to support the
operation of the aircraft by the owners, and administers the aircraft exchange program on behalf
of all of the participants. By purchasing an interest in an aircraft that is part of the program, an
owner gains round-the-clock access to a private jet at a fraction of the cost.
Because fractional ownership allows parties to purchase the percentage of an aircraft
reflecting their actual needs, these programs meet the needs of divergent groups, including
newcomers to business aviation who do not require full-time use of business aircraft as well as
companies seeking to supplement. 19

For an entity that had been struggling to make a profit

since its incorporation, and therefore unable to purchase a plane for itself, acquiring a 3/8th
interest in a plane was an attractive idea. 20
Although fractional ownership programs vary somewhat, the structure of all of the
programs are fundamentally similar. Virtually all of the programs involve the acquisition of an
interest in an aircraft, the execution of a management agreement with the program manager, the
execution of an agreement with the other co-owners of the aircraft and the execution of an
interchange agreement with all program participants whereby the interest is placed in a pool of

18

Gleimer, Eileen M. WHEN LESS CAN BE MORE: FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP OF AIRCRAFT THE WINGS OF THE FUTURE 64 J. AIR L. & COM. 979
19 Id at 981
20 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 40, pg. 10-35, (2005).
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aircraft consisting of all aircraft in the program. 21 The term of the agreements is typically five
years during which time the participant pays the manager a fixed monthly management fee and
an hourly fee for each hour the participant flies in its aircraft or any aircraft from the interchange
pool, and there is no charge for deadhead time. The number of hours allocated to the participant
is based on the percentage of its interest in the aircraft. The programs generally allow the
participant to require the program manager or its affiliate to repurchase the aircraft after a
specified period of time. Although an interest in a specific aircraft is acquired, the participant,
through the interchange agreement, has access to the other aircraft in the program if the aircraft
in which it owns an interest is not available. The participant may also trade up to a more
expensive aircraft or down to a less expensive one with the number of hours deducted from the
participant's total allocation being adjusted to reflect the difference in the aircraft. 22
c. WSB’s Secured Interest and D & K timely payments
After the exchange, WSB recorded an Aircraft Claim of Lien with the Federal Aviation
Agency (“FAA”) against the Aircraft for security for repayment of Note 411. 23 Such lien was
received by the Federal Aviation Agency between July 27, 2000 and August 16, 2000. 24 The
FAA recorded the security agreement on August 16, 2000. 25 Despite annual losses suffered by D

21

Gleimer, Eileen M. WHEN LESS CAN BE MORE: FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP OF AIRCRAFT THE WINGS OF THE FUTURE 64 J. AIR L. & COM. 979
22 Id at 998
23 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 4, (2005).
24 See Exhibit “6” FAA Security Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by reference
herein.
25 See Exhibit “7” Recorded FAA Security Agreement.
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& K every year it was in existence, WSB and SBA were paid monthly without fail. 26 WSB and
SBA were paid in part from funds withheld from employee’s pay for taxes or for 401-K
contributions. WSB was paid monthly on Note 411 during the term of 7-19-2000 through
September 2003. WSB also had two other note obligations from D & K, which were paid off in
this period. 27
b. “Interesting” Transactions
After filing the Chapter 11 Bankruptcy for D & K, the Webbs furnished 1) the mortgage
on their residence at Todd’s Run Road, 2) a lien on the title of Webb’s motor home and 3) an
assignment of a mortgage granted to Lee Webb by his accountant, Pat Smith, who bought
property from Lee Webb located on Main Street in Wilmington, Ohio as collateral for a new loan
from WSB (Note 002). 28 WSB business record requesting payoff on D & K loans dated 2-6-04
for closing 2-12-04, Exhibit “18” and “19,” Show post-petition payments made on the Note 002
(The subsequent 2.6 million dollar loan) obligation of Lee and Janet which match the journal
entry transfers on the D & K DIP operating account. The preparation and granting of a Security
Interest in the Aircraft as collateral protection for payment Note 002 was done contrary to the
advice of D & K’s counsel. D & K’s counsel advised that such a transaction had to be approved
by the Bankruptcy Court. Neither D & K nor WSB sought appropriate notice or a hearing to
approve such transactions evolving on February 2004 or authorize transfers to be made by
Debtor to WSB for application of Note 002. Despite the automatic stay, the prohibition against

26

The proceeding records do not show the name of this Creditor, it is only referred to as SBA, a
creditor who extended and “Disaster Note.” See United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern
District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No. 03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 7, (2005).
27 Id. at 7.
28 Id at 9.

7

paying pre-petition debt or making post-petition transfers without authorization, Lee Webb
directed D & K transfers, and WSB accepted the transfers from the DIP account of D & K
totaling to $67,424. And between October 1999 and October 2003, WSB received transfers from
the Debtor of no less than $1,841,017.80.

29

Essentially, D & K has paid on a loan from WSB

that was issue to Lee and Janet Webb (Note 002), from funds of D & K’s DIP account that was
partially funded by the credit line of Note 411 that WSB also extended.

II. THE CHAPTER 11
Upon the filing of a voluntary petition, the bankruptcy estate is created and the automatic
stay goes into effect, protecting the estate from dismemberment and the debtor from collection
procedures by creditors. 30 In a small business case, the U.S. trustee will conduct an interview of
the debtor prior to the meeting of creditors. 31 The initial motion in unavailable on Pacer.
a. Motions
Debtor filed a Voluntary Petition for Chapter 11 relief in the United States Bankruptcy
Court for the Southern District of Ohio. 32 The amount of the outstanding debt claimed due to
Creditor on Note 411 at the Petition Date was at $2,098,020.05 [POC #25] and WSB claimed

29

Id. at 8.
11 U.S.C.A § 541
31 28 U.S.C.A § 586(a) (3) See Also Ilene J. Lashinsky, United States Trustee Operating
Guidelines and Reporting Requirements for Chapter 11 Cases, U.S. Department of Justice,
(2009) found at http://www.azb.uscourts.gov/Documents/UST_Guidelines.pdf (Last Visited
April 26, 2011).
32 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 2, (2005).
30
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another debt of $252,070.20 [POC # 14]. 33
As stated above, at the time of the Petition Date, Coral Bay owed Debtor over
$300,000.00 and CJ2 owed Debtor, a yet to be determined amount of money, for transfers made
to CJ2 by Debtor. Both Coral Bay and CJ2 are out of business, insolvent and unable to return
the money owed. 34 TDR is still active, owning an aircraft that was used by the Debtor and that
plane remains in the Debtor’s hanger. Daniel Webb, the Vice President of Debtor, is the principal
owner in TDR. 35
Note 411 matured on July 19, 2003 (“Maturity Date”), but no action was taken by WSB
to renew Note 411, nor did WSB take any action against Debtor or Lee Webb to collect Note
411; however, WSB still collected and/or charged interest on such Note 411 through February 12,
2004. 36
Despite Note 411 becoming fully due and payable on July 19, 2003, WSB continued to
permit D & K, through Lee Webb, to use the line of credit on which Debtor was obligated, even
though WSB was furnished tax returns of D & K showing those 6 figure losses each year from
1998 through 2003. 37 WSB continued to be paid in excess of $20,000.00 interest per month after
the Maturity Date of Note 411, while D & K failed to pay substantially all of its taxes, transfer
Id. at 5.
“There is, of course, a large literature in corporate finance that emphasizes the strategies that
equity holders can use to exploit debt-holders when shareholders have limited liability.” GEORGE
A. AKERLOF, PAUL M. ROMER, ROBERT E. HALL, AND N. GREGORY MANKIW, LOOTING: THE
ECONOMIC UNDERWORLD OF BANKRUPTCY FOR PROFIT, BROOKINGS PAPERS ON ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY, VOL. 1993, NO. 2 (1993), AT 2, 1-73. AVAILABLE AT HTTP://
WWW.SIGNALLAKE.COM/INNOVATION LOOTING1993.PDF (LAST VISITED MARCH 2011). SEE
ALSO, BREALEY AND MYERS (1984, PP. 501-03).
35 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 5, (2005).
36 Id. at 6.
37 Id. See Exhibit “8.”

33
34
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401-K contributions and pay debt owing to other creditors. 38
At this point, WSB had prepared, on or about February 7, 2004, a new note bearing loan
number 71750002 (“Note 002”). 39 The borrowers were Lee Webb and Janet Webb for the
amount of $2,650,000.00 for a home equity line loan on the Webb residence at Todd’s Run Road.
See Exhibit “12”, Note 002. The Collateral furnished by the Webbs for Note 002 was a mortgage
on the Todd’s Run property, a lien on the title of the Webb’s motor home and an assignment of a
mortgage granted to Lee Webb by his accountant, Pat Smith, who bought property from Mr.
Webb located on Main Street in Wilmington, Ohio. 40
WSB had prepared, on or about February 7, 2004, a separate Security Agreement in
which Debtor was to grant a security interest in Debtor’s 3/8th interest in the Aircraft as collateral
protection for the repayment of Note 002. See Exhibit “13” 41 Security Agreement For Note 002,
attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein. On information and belief, Lee Webb
signed said Security Agreement (Exhibit 13) on or about February 10, 2004 indicating he was
signing on behalf of the Debtor as its Treasurer, attempting to secure as collateral for Note 002,
the Debtor’s 3/8th interest in the Aircraft.
b. The Plan
In the grand tradition of struggling airlines since September 11th 2001, D & K Aviation
cited problems in the airline industry after 9/11 as reason the business became unprofitable and

Id. at 6.
United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 13, (2005).
40 Id.
41 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 14, (2005).

38
39
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led to the bankruptcy. 42 No inventory or management mistakes were cited, nor was any asset
malfunction, pending litigation or accounting error(s) presented. Despite having is $597,719.84
in unsecured debt, D & K Aviation made their argument for being allowed to reorganize by
stating that their bank, Wilmington Savings Bank, was confident that it “is fully secured.” 43
The plan and the Disclosure Statement were filed on February 11, 2004, however as the
creditor objections notes, both failed to reveal the transactions of Lee Webb and Wilmington
Savings Bank affecting the Debtors, which were in place on February 7, 2004. An Amended Plan
of Reorganization and Amended Disclosure Statement were filed on June 14, 2004. 44 45 The
Amended Plan changed Class 3 treatment from the original Plan to cover “any refinancing of
indebtedness.” The Amended Disclosure Statement failed to reveal the post-petition transactions
between WSB and Lee Webb, even though Class 3 treatment had been changed to cover
“refinancing” non-priority debt and $285,205.80 in unsecured priority debt. 46
1) Classes
The Plan of Reorganization divides all creditors and claims into one of six
Classes. The proposal at the present time is to pay Claims of Classes 1-5 in
full prior to paying any claims of Class 6. Class 6 represents unsecured, nonpriority debt. Classes 1-5 are administrative expenses, secured debt, and
unsecured priority debt. Classes 1-5 will not be impaired by class 6 will be. It
is proposed at the present time to pay Class 6 claims 75% during the ordinary
course of the debtors business. Classes 1-5 will not be impaired, but Class 6
will be.
42

See http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/3679292/ns/technology_and_science-science/ (Last
Visited April 23, 2011).
43 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 40, pg. 6, (2005).
44 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 73, pg. 1, (2005)
45 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 74, pg. 1, (2005).
46 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 40, pg. 6, (2005).
11

Id. at 3 47
The classes are organized as follows:
II. Classifications of Claims and Interests
Creditors and claims shall be broken into the following classification which shall be paid
as provided in Section III.
a. Class 1
Class 1 shall include the expenses of administration of the attorneys for the Debtor, the attorneys
for the Trade Creditors’ Committee, the attorneys for the Special Creditors’ Committee, and the
accountants and agents of the Debtor and either of the creditors’ committees.
b. Class 2
Class 2 shall include all expenses of administration other than Class 1 claims.
c. Class 3
The secured claims of Wilmington Savings Bank whether arising before or after the filing of the
chapter 11 petition.
d. Class 4
Employee wage claims and employee benefit claims, including claims by Nation Bank and Trust
relating to the D & K Aviation, Inc. 401(k), Plan 001.
e. Class 5
47

Id. at 6.
12

Tax claims of government units to the extent they are entitled to priority under 11 U.S.C. § 506
and all other unsecured claims entitles to priority under title II of the United States Code to the
extent that they are not Class 4 claims.
f. Class 6
Allowed unsecured, non-priority creditors and claims.
Unlike the majority of corporation reorganization plans, D & K’s plan did not include a class for
equity interests. Note that this is quite abnormal; perhaps, this oddity contributed to the plan’s
failure. 48
2) Funding
The funds necessary for the satisfaction of the creditors' claims will be derived from the
operations of the company and from loan proceeds from the refinance of the aircraft through
Wilmington Savings Bank, which appeared to be doubling its bet on the company. 49 The plan
also puts forth the following reason not to liquidate:
It is anticipated that the Debtors interest in the (Plane) will just cover the amount
of the loan to WSB. The remaining assets of the Debtor consist of some cash, a
few items of personal property and about 30 days’ worth of accounts receivable at
any given time. Collectively these assets would not total over $60K. The priority
unsecured debt is $285,205.80 and the non-priority unsecured debt totals
$597,729.84. Thus priority unsecured creditors could expect a payout of 21%
irrespective of their different classification under the plan of reorganization and
not considering administrative expenses necessary to liquidate these assets. Nonpriority unsecured creditors could expect to receive zero.

48

United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 41, pg. 6, (2005).
49 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 40, pg. 6, (2005).
13

Id. at 5 50
So, armed with the confidence of Wilmington Savings Bank as its primary weapon, the
reorganization plan moved forward to define the execution and implementation of its plan:
The funds necessary to pay Debtors’ obligations under the Plan will be generated
from the ordinary operation of the Debtor’s business. All expenses connected with
the maintenance and operation of the Debtors’ business shall be paid first and
monthly distributions shall be made to creditors by the fifteenth (15th) day of the
following month.
Id. at 5 51
3) Reservations
The Debtor also reserved all the powers necessary to the operation of its business and the
execution of its powers as Debtor in Possession. The Debtor also ensured that all its assets would
be free and clear of liens of creditors, rejected any executory contracts not expressly assumed
prior to the adoption of this plan, maintained that the Bankruptcy court maintained jurisdiction
and applied for the allowance of interim compensation and reimbursement of expenses for their
attorneys’ fees. 52
c. Signs of Trouble
Curiously, the same day that the reorganization plan was filed with the court, the Debtor
also filed a Chapter 7 Bankruptcy petition in as well. 53 Those documents incorrectly listed or
inadvertently omitted information in some of the schedules that the reorganization plan put forth
(B, E & F). This is despite the fact that the earliest filing with the court clearly states that this
United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 40, pg. 5, (2005).
51 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 40, pg. 5, (2005).
52 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 41, pg. 6, (2005).
53 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 44, pg. 6, (2005).
50
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filing was for a Chapter 11. 54 It was the first hint that things would not go according to the Plan.
Shortly after this filing, Keri Webb, the current President of D& K Aviation was ordered to
submit to a Rule 2004 Examination under oath (as is allowed under § 343 Examination of the
debtor). 55

56

Nevertheless, the reorganization plan was going to a hearing on approval on

Tuesday April 6, 2004. However, the Debtors then put forth a motion to move the reorganization
plan hearing, because Mr. Webb was travelling to Florida. 57 58 The same day that the Debtor
filed the motion to move the reorganization hearing, they also filed a document stating that their
Chapter 7 Bankruptcy incorrectly or inadvertently omitted information on Schedule F. So the
confusion between whether this was a Chapter 11 or Chapter 7 filing continued. 59
Over the next few months, Lee Webb was consistently requesting that hearing date of the
reorganization plan be pushed back to accommodate his travel schedule however, this finally met
with the objection of two of his creditors, Dr. Stephen Greer and Amber Aviation, Inc., after the
third attempt. 60

61

62

63 64

More specifically, the creditors also objected to the disclosure

54

United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 8, (2005).
55 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 45, (2005).
56 11 U.S.C.A § 343
57 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 47, (2005).
58 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 53, (2005).
59 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 54, (2005).
60 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 53, (2005).
61 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 73, (2005).
62 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 74, (2005).
63 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 79, (2005).
15

statement:
It fails to contain adequate financial information as required...it also fails to
contain any future projections of the debtor's financial condition or grounds for
such projections. Without adequate information and future projections, the
creditors cannot make an informed decision regarding the Debtor's proposed plan
or the feasibility of such a plan. Based upon the information provided in the
debtor's operating reports, the Creditors are concerned about the Debtor's financial
ability to proceed with a Chapter 11 case...the debtor has lost $184,970.76 since
the filing of the case... The creditors do not consider Lee Webb being out of town
to be sufficient grounds to delay the hearing.
Id. at 2 65

III. THE CONVERSION
Until this point, despite the early speed bumps, the court had indulged D & K Aviation
Inc., as to its reorganization plan and its ideas for the future. However, the US Trustee quickly
changed all of that. In making a motion to convert the case from Chapter 11 to Chapter 7, the
attorney for the US Trustee, MaryAnn Wilsbacher stated:
“The court may convert or dismiss a case where no reasonable possibility of
effective reorganization exists and/or for unreasonable delay which prejudices the
rights of the creditors...Thus, it is well established that debtors who fail to perform
their functions may not utilize Chapter 11 to prolong control over their estate
when there is no benefit to the public or creditors...Remaining in Chapter 11 is a
privilege which carries with it concomitant responsibilities, such as filing a
confirmable plan of reorganization within a reasonable amount of time.”
Id. at 3 66

United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 81, (2005).
65 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 81, (2005).
66 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 84, (2005).

64
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The U.S. Trustee asserted that D & K Aviation was never going to stand on its own and
that the privilege of Chapter 11 should be revoked:
Cause exists for converting this case to Chapter 7 on at least two grounds, if not
three. First, the Debtor has experienced losses and has no reasonable likelihood of
rehabilitation. A reasonable prospect for rehabilitation is an economic test to
determine whether the debtor’s continuing losses can be corrected...In this case,
there is no question that the Debtor has experienced substantial losses since filing
for bankruptcy. The Debtor’s own reports show that as of May 2004, the Debtor
experience net operating losses totaling $184,970.76 since filing for bankruptcy.
This report also reveals that the Debtor has post-petition liabilities totaling
$124,326.86, which includes $57,291.88 in post-petition tax liabilities. In light of
the fact that this case is quickly approaching its one-year anniversary, it is not
likely that the Debtors continuing losses can be corrected. Accordingly, there is
no reasonable prospect for rehabilitation.
Id. at 4 67

Those grounds alone would have been enough for D & K Aviation to have their status
change from a Chapter 11 to a Chapter 7. However, the motion also believed there was cause for
conversion due to the reorganization plan as well:

Second, the Debtor has an inability to effectuate a plan of reorganization. Section
1112(b)(2) tests whether it is reasonable to expect that a plan can be confirmed
within a reasonable period of time...Because no financial information is provided,
there can be no determination concerning the feasibility of the Plan. In addition,
the Debtor’s cash balance as of May 31, 2004, was only $ 272.39. Such funds are
insufficient to pay even the post-petition administrative expenses that have
accrued, let alone any plan payments. Moreover, as noted above, the Debtor’s
post-petition liabilities keep increasing each month and it is unlikely that the
Debtor’s continuing losses can be corrected. Accordingly, there is no reasonable
expectation that a plan can be confirmed within a reasonable period of time.
Id. at 5 68

United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 84, (2005).
68 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 84, (2005).
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While these were the two major factors in the US Trustee’s motion, it seems likely that
the final reason was by far the most compelling:

And, third, by the time of the hearing on this Motion, the Debtor may be
delinquent in paying the United States Trustee quarterly fees as required...To date,
the Debtor has not paid the quarterly fees due and owing for the 2nd Quarter of
2004, which ended on June 30, 2004. If the debtor fails to pay the quarterly fees
due for the 2nd Quarter of 2004 by July 1, 2004, cause will exist to dismiss this
case under 11 U.S.C § 1112(b)(10).
Id. at 7 69
Judge Walter quickly granted the motion converting the case to Chapter 7. 70 While it was
ultimately this decision which ended D & K Aviation’s chance of reorganization, it must be said
that the courts findings were reality based. D & K’s funds amounted to a cash balance of
$ 272.39, which the court points out, was not even enough to satisfy the necessary administrative
expenses that accrued, let alone jump start their business. 71 Fundamentally, the court concluded
that the Debtors’ reorganization plan could not provide adequate protection for the creditors as
required. 72 While it is possible that Wilmington Savings Bank would continue providing credit,
at this point it would have been a stretch to conclude that doing so would have been in
accordance with the ordinary course of business required. 73

a. Dispute

United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 84, (2005).
70 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 92, (2005).
71 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 84, (2005).
72 11 U.S.C.A § 361
73 11 U.S.C.A § 364
69
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The mounting frustration against the Debtors reached its boiling point when Thomas
Noland, a pro se Plaintiff, sued on the basis that D & K took out a new loan from Wilmington
Savings Bank in violation of the bankruptcy proceedings. D & K filed its petition under chapter
11 on October 14, 2003. A Chapter 11 plan was proposed but not confirmed and the case was
converted to a case under chapter 7 on August 3, 2004. 74
After filing for bankruptcy, the Webbs were granted a “Home Equity Line of Credit” note
(Feb 7, 2004) from Wilmington Savings Bank which had a credit limit of $2,650,000. D & K
was neither the obligor nor guarantor of this note. 75 However the airplane was used as collateral
to this line of credit.
The Webbs then executed a settlement that appears to indicate that Note 002 was meant
to “payoff” the balances of the other loans. Beginning in March 16, 2004, five monthly checks
aggregating $56,036.03 were written on the D & K debtor in possession account payable to
Wilmington Savings Bank and were applied to payment of Note 002. Judge Walter then had to
consider whether or not this note cancelled out the security of the trustee. Ultimately, Judge
Walter determined it did not.76
First, Judge Walter examined whether or not this is a continuation or a new loan.
The plaintiff argued that the Parole Evidence Rule doesn't allow the court to look at new
terms however that argument was quickly brushed aside. Since Note 411 was never canceled,
and since WSB did not release its security interest in the Airplane as required by federal
law upon satisfaction of the debt “is further circumstantial evidence that WSB did not regard
the debt as
74

United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 92, (2005).
75 In Re D & K Aviation 346 B.R. 169 (2006)
76 Id.
19

satisfied and believed it still had a valid security interest.” 77

The Trustee's case for Summary Judgment with respect to the novation issue
depends upon the exclusion of any evidence beyond the language of the
documents together with a restrictive reading of those documents. But the
documents are ambiguous and inconclusive and when viewed more favorably to
the non-moving party, tend to suggest a loan consolidation rather than a novation.
Because the intentions of the parties as to the effect of Note 002 on Note 411 are
not manifest from the documents or from the limited stipulations, there remain
genuine issues of material fact to be resolved at trial.
Id at 180 78

Despite the fact that the line of credit obtained from Wilmington Savings Bank fluctuated
from business to personal throughout this case, the plaintiffs’ motion for partial summary
judgment was denied. The case was dropped as the liquidation of the business began and Mr.
Noland was appointed as a trustee. 79 The airplane, representing the strongest representation of §
363 collateral, was enough to mollify the bank, which in turn seems to have mollified the Court.

IV. THE CHAPTER 7

The Chapter 11 was converted into a Chapter 7 proceeding on August 18, 2004, 80 and the
Trustee, Thomas R. Noland, was appointed in the proceedings. 81 A trustee is appointed in a

77

Id.
Id.
79 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 100, (2005).
80 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 1, (2005).
78
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Chapter 7 case to collect all the assets, liquidate the assets, and pay off the creditors. 82 On
August 18, 2004, Debtor ceased operations. The Cessna Aircraft remained, except for one
demonstration flight, at the hanger, at 1505 N. Curry Road, Wilmington, Ohio at the Clinton
County Regional Airport until December 8, 2004. 83
Now, because Mr. Lee Webb, Treasurer of D & K, caused most, if not all funds drawn on
the Note 411 line of credit, to be placed into D & K’s accounts, and then “loaned” to other
businesses (Coral Bay and CJ2), that were insolvent at the time of the petition date, and value
loss to depreciation, the value in Debtor’s 3/8th interest in the Aircraft was significantly less than
the balance due on Note 411, between two-thirds of one million to one million dollars less. 84
Therefore, WSB was an under-secured creditor of the Debtor on the Petition Date. 85
a. Sale of the Aircraft
On September 1, 2004, the Trustee filed a motion pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 363 (f) and (h)
for authorization to sell the Debtor’s 3/8 interest in the Airplane or sale of the entire interest in
the plane, free and clear of interests, liens and encumbrances with such interests, liens and

United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 100, (2005).
82 11 U.S.C.A. § 701
83 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, (2005).
84 Id.
85 An “unsecured creditor” is a creditor whose claim is secured by depreciating property.
Generally, an unsecured creditor is entitled to be protected (compensated), during the period that
the bankruptcy stay is imposed, typically in the form of monthly cash payments equal to the
estimated monthly depreciation, pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 361(1). The under-secured creditor is
not entitled to receive any additional compensation, directly or indirectly, as WSB and Lee Webb
transacted with Note 002. See United Sav. Ass'n of Texas v. Timbers Of Inwood Forest Assocs.,
Ltd., 484 U.S. 365, 108 S. Ct. 626, 98 L. Ed. 2d 740 (1988); In re Reddington/Sunarrow, Ltd.
P'ship, 119 B.R. 809 (Bankr. D.N.M. 1990).
81
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encumbrances to attach to the proceeds of the sale. 86 The Aircraft was subject to a Joint
Ownership Agreement, with Joint Owners’ interests divided as follows:
D & K Aviation- 37.5%
Ballinger Industries, Inc-25%
Amber Aviation, Inc.-25%
Donna Air LLC-12.5% (id)
The Joint Owners would not permit the Trustee to market the entire interest in the
Aircraft, without the necessary filing of an adversary action, 87 which they indicated they would
further oppose. Amber Aviation objected to the motion, arguing that the sale of the entire
aircraft was not permitted pursuant to § 363(f) and (h) absent consent, which Amber Aviation did
not give. 88 Donna Air also objected, arguing that 363 § (i) preserved Donna Air’s right of first
refusal, and thus, precluded Trustee from selling the Airplane. 89 The Joint Owners agreed that if
the Sale of the Aircraft did not occur on or before December 30, 2004 and a voluntary agreement
for the sale of the entire Aircraft by the Trustee was not reached a later date, the Court may
determine whether the Trustee could sell the entire Aircraft under 11 U.S.C. § 363(b), (f) and

United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 110, (2005)
87 An “adversary proceeding” is a lawsuit filed within the bankruptcy case. It is an action
commenced by a plaintiff filing a complaint against one or more defendants. An adversary
proceeding resembles a typical civil case from state court. See Federal Bankruptcy Rule 7001.
88 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 112, (2005).
89 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 113, (2005).
86
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(h). 90 After lengthy negotiations thereafter with the Joint Owners, it was finally agreed that a
broker would be hired to market only the 3/8th interest of the Debtor and not the entire
Airplane. 91 The Trustee then filed an application to employ a brokerto sell the aircraft and
amended the application. 92

93

On November 12, 2004, Trustee filed an emergency motion to

sell the 3/8th interest in the Aircraft. 94 Dr. Stephen Greer and Lee Webb objected to the
emergency motion and at a hearing on November 24, 2004. 95 The objections were overruled and
an order authorizing the sale of the Debtor’s 3/8th interest in the Aircraft was approved and
entered on November 24, 2004 (“Sale Order”). 96
The Sale Order provided for purchase of the 3/8th interest of the Debtor in the Aircraft for
1.2 million, subject to adjustment in the price for repairs required upon inspection. The Aircraft
inspection concluded on December 17, 2004, requiring $61,671.91 in repairs. 97
Closing on the Aircraft occurred on or about December 19, 2004 with a reduction of the
sale price for required maintenance pursuant to the Cessna Inspection Report of findings of
United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 156, (2005).
91 Id.
92 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 138, (2005).
93 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 146, (2005).
94 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 142, (2005).
95 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 151, (2005).
96 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 156, (2005).
97 Id. See Exhibit “17” Cessna Inspection Report.
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necessary maintenance to be done. On February 23, 2005, the Trustee paid Diversified Powers,
Inc. $22,776.56 in full satisfaction of the employment agreement it had signed in exchange for
listing the Aircraft.

The Trustee then filed a report of the Sale of Personal Property. 98 Mike

Pickett Aviation South, Inc., an appraiser that had performed professional services in preparation
of the Aircraft appraisal and related equipment on behalf of the Debtor’s estate, was
compensated in the total amount of $1,996.44. 99
In a Chapter 7, once the assets of a debtor are reduced to cash, the trustee submits to the
U.S. trustee a final report describing the distributions to be made for administrative fees
according to the Bankruptcy Code. Distributions follow in an order of priority. First, any unpaid
portion of the United States Bankruptcy Court filing fee is paid off. Next, administrative fees are
paid. The attorney representing the debtor, as special counsel to the trustee, is given priority;
here, the counsel’s reasonable attorney fees accumulated to $40,000.00, and reimbursed
expenses of $12,767. 100 Other cost of administration in a bankruptcy case includes referee’s fees,
broker and appraisal fees as stated above, clerk’s fees, witness fees, and accountant fees, which
in this case totaled to $1,752. 101 Services rendered to the bankruptcy estate must specifically be
for the bankruptcy, and directly related. These services are all totaled and included in the Final
Account.

United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 221, (2005).
99 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 307, (2005).
100 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 272, (2005).
101 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 280, (2005).
98
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Notably, the Trustee’s report of sale 102 does not list the value of any other of property
sold of D & K. Therefore, if the 3/8th interest (seen as share in stock of the Aircraft) of the
Aircraft sold for $1,200,000, then that sale price would be the primary, maybe even the only,
cash that D & K would have remaining in its account. If you deduct all the administrative fees
listed above, WSB was only likely to recover $1,058,738 in the liquidation of D & K.
On April 29, 2008, the Trustee for D & K certified that all funds had been distributed and
disbursed, and the Final Account has been reviewed by the United States Trustee. 103

V. BUST-OUT?

Historically, bankruptcy was considered a form of debtor fraud. The “Act of Bankruptcy,”
was defined as absconding without paying debts and entailed an intent or purpose to defraud
creditors. 104 Seen as a true crime of theft, debtors convicted of bankruptcy in England were
either hung or sentenced to prison for seven years, with or without hard labor. 105 Essentially,
modern bankruptcy law legalizes what former jurisprudence and all settled principals of free
trade sought to prevent, the nonpayment of debt. With this newfound ideology of bankruptcy
relief, many economic players are likely to find a benefit in borrowing money, and not paying it
back. The mafia, or mob, is traditionally, or stereotypically, associated with “benefiting” from
United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 221, (2005).
103 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 314, (2005).
104 “Acts of Bankruptcy,” enumerated by 13 Elizabeth I, c. 7, §1 (1571).
105 Joseph Pomykala, 1 THE DIVISION AND DESTRUCTION OF VALUE, AN UNABRIDGED
HISTORY OF THE EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF BANKRUPTCY LAW, Doctoral
Dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 204-205 (1997).
102
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bankruptcy or business fraud. And seemingly, such a benefit was conferred upon the owners of
D & K Aviation as revealed the background information and in the following analysis.
Now, in the classical sense, a “Bust-Out” is what occurs when the “mob” moves in to
take control of a business with good credit, buys vast amounts of assets on unsecured credit, and
then torches the business for insurance proceeds. However, not only the “mob” is capable of
conjuring such a scheme. And basically, a Bust-Out can be conducted by anyone who is forming
a company that is set up with the purpose to fail. Whereas, the operator(s) will obtain financing
from creditors and disburse the funds in secondary “loans” or for the purchasing of assets to be
disposed of for cash without the intent to pay back the creditor. Also, the operator(s) may
control a series of businesses in the same industry and never pay taxes. The owners usually file
Chapter 11 bankruptcy for the company just prior to or at the time the IRS files a lien on the
debtor’s assets. The business will operate briefly under the Chapter 11 until it is converted and
dismissed, and the operators will later start new businesses with the assets of the debtor that they
were able to acquire.
Essentially, this is the economic equivalent to looting. These “looters” will make trades
with unaffiliated firms outside of the business, and rather than looking to invest in businesses
who will honor their contracts, the looters look for partners who will sign contracts that appear to
have high current value if fulfilled but that will not or could not be honored. 106 In this case, it
seems that the corporation, D & K, borrowed money that was paid out to outside business

106

GEORGE A. AKERLOF, PAUL M. ROMER, ROBERT E. HALL, AND N. GREGORY MANKIW,
LOOTING: THE ECONOMIC UNDERWORLD OF BANKRUPTCY FOR PROFIT, BROOKINGS
PAPERS ON ECONOMIC ACTIVITY, VOL. 1993, NO. 2 (1993), AT 2, 1-73. AVAILABLE AT
HTTP://WWW.SIGNALLAKE.COM/INNOVATION/LOOTING1993.PDF (LAST VISITED MARCH 2011).
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accounts, which all afterwards defaulted on their debt. 107
The “Bust-Out” concept seems to be overlooked in this case; however, after shifting
through the ins-and-outs of this D & K Aviation case, it seems as though a considerable amount
of funds were actually “looted” from D & K’s creditors.
One could gather from movies such as “The God Father,” that mafia families are
basically ran like corporations. And the members of such families, typically sharing the same
name, play their hands in many areas of economic activity and are also the owners of many
business ventures. Similarly and ironically, the shareholders and operators of D & K all share
the same last name. With Kerry Webb – President, Daniel Webb – Vice President, Janet Webb –
Secretary, and Lee Webb – Treasurer, on the face of this case, the Webbs share in the likeness of
a “mafia familia” undertaking a shake-down of the system.
Essentially, persons perpetuating a Bust-Out will obtain financing from creditors and
disburse the funds in secondary “loans” or for the purchasing of assets to be disposed of for cash
without the intent to pay back the creditor. The Bust-Out activities of the Webbs, arguably
beginning at the founding of D & K, become most apparent after the receipt of $2,650,000 credit
extension from Wilmington Savings Bank (“WSB”) in October of 1999. 108

D & K used

$2,100,000 of this credit line to purchase a Cessna aircraft, in which WSB had a secured interest,
leaving a $550,000 un-used balanced. As stated before, Bust-Out perpetuators may control a
series of businesses in the same, or different, industries. And similarly, D & K loaned $300,000
out their remaining credit line from WSB to another family operated business, Coral Bay, an

107

United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 5, (2005).
108 Id. at 3
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“entertainment” firm. 109 D & K also loaned an undetermined amount, likely to be the remaining
$159,009, to a company called CJ2. 110 Not surprisingly, both Coral Bay and CJ2 were insolvent
at the time of D & K’s bankruptcy. 111 The above transactions are the most palpable for seeing
were D & K’s blatant looting or Bust-Out activities may have began.
Now, along with the secured debt of $2,650,000 extended to D & K, there was also
unsecured debt totaling to $597,719 112 , with $252,070 113 of that claimed by WSB. Noting that
the cost of the Cessna was $2,100,000, that left $550,000 of credit under the control of D & K,
the case states that D & K paid to WSB a total of $2,195,691 114 on the $2,650,000 debt/note.
From these transactions, the value of D & K’s “loot” from WSB is $706,079 115 (cash). However,
WSB did not take a loss in the Bankruptcy of D & K, because the trustee ultimately ordered the
sell of the Cessna for $1,200,000 116 in Chapter 7 liquidation. Excluding the previous point,
mentioned in section IV (a) of this paper, that after distributions of administrative fees that the
remaining balance to WSB may have only been $1,058,738, with D & K payments of
$2,195,691 117 to WSB and the sell of the Cessna for $1,200,000, WSB recovered $3,395,691
from D & K. And with the $252,070 of WSB’s unsecured debt subtracted from that $3,395,691
recovery, WSB profited approximately $493,620, though it took them about 4 years to recover it.
Not forgetting that Bust-Out businesses avoid taxes with exchanges among their
Id. at 5
Id. at 5
111 Id. at 5
112 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 40, (2005).
113 United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 5, (2005).
114 Sum of all the payments made to WSB by D & K
115 Money unaccounted for that was transferred out of Note 411
116 Needs Cite
117 Sum of all payments made to WSB
109
110
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interrelated businesses, a Bust-Out business usually files Chapter 11 bankruptcy for the company
just prior to or at the time the IRS files a lien on the debtor’s assets; notably, D & K Aviation
deferred a tax liability of $500,000 118 after the sell of an aircraft called the Pilatus when it
purchased the Cessna aircraft. As for D & K tax liabilities, 1) D & K Aviation failed to record
that $500,000 tax liability, 2) failed to pay payroll taxes, 3) had $350,000 prepetition tax liability,
and 4) had $60,000 postposition tax liability. 119 If the trustee was unable to recover these funds,
D & K Aviation accumulated approximately $910,000 120 in avoided taxes. 121

As for the non-

payment of D & K’s employee taxes, the owners/operators of D & K may be personally sued by
the IRS, and criminally prosecuted for their failure to pay such tax liabilities. Now, these
avoided taxes may have been paid out of the bankruptcy estate, to the detriment of WSB and the
other creditors, however, the proceedings’ documents do not reveal the action taken toward D &
K’s tax liability.
In total, with the $354,649 of unsecured credit that was under the control of D & K,
added to the $706, 079 looted from WSB, the total cash loot value of D & K’s operations is
$1,060,728 (cash). Adding that to the avoided taxes of $910,000, in which the $500,000 deferred
liability was definitely lost, D & K’s owners may have escaped with $1,970,728, if the IRS does
not pursue them for the avoided pay roll tax liability.
United States Bankruptcy Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, Case No.
03-38974, Doc 200, pg. 6, (2005).
119 Id. at 6
120 Sum of unpaid taxes.
121 The IRS warns against Pyramiding. "Pyramiding" of employment taxes is a fraudulent
practice where a business withholds taxes from its employees but intentionally fails to remit
them to the IRS. An often cause is a lack of profit or capital for operating costs, so the business
owner uses the trust funds to pay other liabilities. The quarterly employment tax liabilities
accumulate (or “pyramid”) until the employer has little hope of catching up. Businesses involved
in pyramiding frequently shut down or file for bankruptcy and then start a new business under a
different name starting the cycle over. See http://www.irs.gov/newsroom/
article/0,,id=122521,00.html (Last Visited April 28, 2011).
118
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In asking yourself, “who would really want to jeopardize profit from risky business,
when they can take a sure $1,060,728?” Assuredly, most would rather accept the latter.
Bankruptcy for profit, it may sound like a funny concept; however, in context, it is more
beneficial to business owners, then banking on profits from a successful business venture. In the
framework of economic thought, if we agree with the neo-classical economic theory that people
as owners or economic players will act as “rational wealth-maximizers,” 122 once business owners
find that their present intake can be maximized by presently held credit that is easily extracted,
then they will rationally discount the possibility of future income and take the safe bet of looting.
Whoever said, “crime doesn’t pay,” is unfamiliar with white-collar crime. The oversight of the
possible fraud in this case is another example of how actions taken to even remotely conceal
fraud can be very lucrative. You may ask, “How can people just escape with $1,970,728?” The
answer to that question is simple. As simple as paying yourself as an employee of a business
well above what the business is worth, and exploiting the protections of personal liability that
incorporating provides it owners/operators.
In concerning Bankruptcy regulation, as of now, it seems that the “criminal” is willing to
pay more for the crime’s benefit than society is willing to avoid it; accordingly, the conduct is
rationally efficient and the criminal will most likely avoid being caught. 123

122

Thomas S. Ulen, Rational Choice Theory in Law and Economics, ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LAW
AND ECONOMICS, pp. 790, 793-794 (Boudwijn Bockaert & Gerrit De Geest eds.,
(1999). See Also, Lynn A. Stout, Taking Conscience Seriously, in Moral Markets: The Critical
Role of Values In The Economy 157, 158 (Paul J. Zak ed., 2008).
123 Stewart, Hamish, Economic Analysis of Law: Which Way Ahead?, The University of Toranto
Law Journal, Vol. 53, No. 4, 428, 425-441 (Autumn, 2003).
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VI. Conclusion
A view of D & K’s revenue streams and accounting would help solidify the analysis of
this case. However, with the lack of any other reasonable inferences on why this company was
so unprofitable, unable to pay its taxes, unable to satisfy its creditors, but yet its owners/operators
owned million dollar homes, the strength of this conclusion is warranted. Arguably, any of our
business ventures are essentially a serious of “bets.” With that being the case, the stakes are high
when we enter into business to pursue profit and risk going for broke. So, if D & K Aviation’s
bet were simply for a “win” while merely risking only to “break-even,” why wouldn’t they roll
their dice? Notably, this case is before the credit crisis of 2008 - 10, that slowed the U.S.’s, as
well as the global, economy. Now, banks loathe to take high risks with credit, and the level of
scrutiny in obtaining credit today is likely to limit the ability of small companies to play this
game, for now.
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